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DRY BULK AND 
SPECIALIST CARGO HANDLING

Capacity pressures
In the dry bulk sector burgeoning raw materials demand, 
especially from China, has contributed significantly to issues such 
as port congestion and record-high freight rates.

Against this background terminal operators face pressure to 
handle volumes more rapidly through existing installations and/or 
to expand facilities to meet the requirements of the trade.

In many cases substantial growth in trade will require major 
expansion of handling facilities and it is clear that a prerequisite 
to any capital investment should be a full understanding of the 
constraints and capabilities of existing installations. Here, accurate 
performance measurement is essential and, as evidenced in other 
sectors, the comparison of individual performance against a general 
industry standard (or benchmark) can be instructive and invaluable.

With this in mind the International Dry Bulk Terminals Group 
(DBTG) established a Working Group earlier this year to consider 
the desirability and feasibility of creating a terminal performance 
benchmarking scheme.

The Working Group’s report was discussed at DBTG’s recent 
annual meeting (Amsterdam, end-September) and a number 
of member terminals will participate in the phased, early 
development of the scheme outlined below.

Performance measurement
As a result of the pressures prevailing in the dry bulk chain, many 
terminal operators are assessing the capacity of their installations 
to determine the potential for enhancing performance of 
existing facilities and/or the need for major capital investment 
and expansion.

To ensure an accurate basis for strategic planning it is necessary 
to evaluate all elements of operation and it is comparatively 
straightforward to compare performance against ‘in-house’ targets.

As evidenced in the container industry for example, it is 
valuable to compare own performance against recognised external 
standards; a general industry benchmark.

Hence the DBTG initiative in a global industry that is 
characterised by its fragmentation.

Looking at the basic requirements for a performance 
measurement and benchmarking scheme the DBTG Working 
Group recognises that each terminal has its own specific reliability 
and operational factors. At the same time each terminal should be 
able to analyse its ability to meet its contractual liabilities.

Here factors such as berthing delays, equipment reliability, 
quality and training of management and staff, planning and 
scheduling, inventory constraints and control and so on all impact 
upon basic operational indicators including vessel turnaround 
time, loading and discharge rates etc.

Benchmarking
During presentations and discussions at DBTG meetings it has 
been demonstrated that while members maintain a wide range of 
bespoke performance measurement schemes there is significant 
interest in comparing own performance against an external 
benchmark.

However, any scheme would be expected to be based on 
internationally accepted standards and, most importantly, permit 
operators to make a relevant comparison of performance with 
other facilities which have different configurations, capacities, 
throughputs and commodities.

In addition to these objectives the Working Group also 
notes that a scheme should generally provide an incentive to 
improvements and the raising of standards across the industry. At 
the same time it should provide transparent standards to measure 
how well terminals are managing safety and environmental issues; 
people, equipment and other resources, and so on.

Confidentiality of information is also seen as crucial. More on 
this later.

Scheme outline
As might be expected the proposed DBTG scheme will be based 
on a set of Key Performance Indicators (so-called KPIs) that 
will be recognised across the industry, be repeatable, comparable, 
and straightforward to collate whilst maintaining individual 
confidentialities.

In the first instance it is expected that an initial benchmark 
will be broad based and focused on the whole operation of the 
terminal. The time period for which results should be submitted 
has yet to be decided although other industries have found 
quarterly to be most appropriate. Similarly, once standards are 
established and the scheme progresses it may be extended into 
more specific areas of terminal operation and performance.

In the first instance, then, the Key Performance Indicators 
are expected to include Plant Availability, Productivity, 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) and Overall Terminal 
Effectiveness (OTE). Without going into lengthy detail on KPIs 
it is interesting to look at Plant Availability as an example. This is 
seen as an essential measure of performance.

Where plant is not available delays may occur resulting in 
probable cost increases and reduction in customer satisfaction.

In this area the Working Group recognises that it is vital to 
develop an agreed method to measure ‘unavailability’ at times 
when availability is required and in this respect is proposing a 
simple formula expressed in both hours and percentages. Similar 
basic formulae are being proposed for Productivity (basis tonnes 
per hour achieved and tonnes per hour possible), and for Overall 
Equipment Efficiency.

Confidentiality
A dilemma for participants in the sort of Benchmarking 
scheme described above is, on the one hand, the desirability 
of comparing own performance against an industry standard 
and, on the other hand, wishing to maintain confidentiality of  
own information.

It is in this regard that the Working Group believes that DBTG 
is the ideal body to develop and administer such a system.

Since foundation of the Group its members have worked 
together to exchange experience and expertise, ideas and concerns 
on a wide range of matters relating to operational safety and 
efficiency, environmental issues and equipment reliability as well 
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The International Dry Bulk Terminals Group (DBTG) was established eight years 

ago and provides an effective forum and voice for a global, but highly fragmented, 

industry that is of critical importance to the seaborne trade and transportation of 

dry bulk commodities.

DBTG is a not-for-profit society open to all owners/operators of dry bulk terminals 

world-wide. Commercial matters are not discussed.

DBTG is unique and its membership has grown year on year. Today its members 

operate more than 200 bulk terminals world-wide ranging in throughput capacities 

from less than 1mta to the largest facilities handling well over 50mta; in some 

cases much more.

Website: www.drybulkterminals.org

ABOUT THE ORGANISATION ENQUIRIES 

6th International Africa 2008
Thursday 28 and Friday 29 February 2008, Accra International 
Conference Centre, Ghana
Intermodal Africa is the largest annual Container Ports, Shipping 
and Transport Logistics Exhibition and Conference in Africa and 
one of the largest throughout the Europe, Middle East and Africa 
(EMEA) region.

From Wednesday 27 to Friday 29 February 2008, the next three 
days Pan-African and international Exhibition and Conference 
called the 6th Intermodal Africa 2008 Ghana Exhibition and 
Conference is honoured to be hosted by Ghana Ports and 
Harbours Authority taking place at the Accra International 
Conference Centre, Ghana.

The two day conference will feature 30 world-class conference 
speakers in global transport and logistics attended by a prestigious 
and impressive gathering of 700 senior executive delegates from 
the world’s leading shippers, cargo owners, importers/exporters, 
shipping lines, freight forwarders, logistics companies, ports, 
terminal operating companies, railway operators, port equipment 
and services suppliers.

There will be the commercial opportunity for 100 exhibitors 
and sponsors to network face to face with the 700 African and 
international participants at this prestigious annual international 
Exhibition and Conference event.

About the organisers
Transport Events Management Limited organises international 
container transport related Exhibition and Conference trade 
events. They organise the largest annual Container Ports, Terminal 
Operations and Shipping Exhibition and Conference trade events 
in Africa, the Middle East and South East Asia, organising five 
international events annually in total.

Expert industry knowledge, detailed research and event 
development ensure that the events are attended by key decision 
makers with results that justify our market position as a leading 
Exhibition and Conference trade event organiser in international 
container transport and logistics.

Transport Events Management Limited is a Member of the 
International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) and the 
Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport (CILT).

Rates
The normal rate for all conference delegates is GBP595. Special 
discounted rate for early bird registrations before Monday  
28 January 2008 is GBP495. Ghana nationals, citizens and 
residents rate is GBP 395 (ID required). 

Special Offer: Three delegates for the price of two.

For information, please contact Rosita at rosita@transportevents.com 
or by telephone on +60 3 8023 5352

Please visit our website at www.transportevents.com
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as massive and continuing concern over the impact of unsuitable 
bulk carriers upon the safety of terminals and their personnel.

Over time this work has given rise to a strong sense of mutual 
respect and trust among DBTG members; attributes that will 
ensure the protection of confidentiality within any Benchmarking 
scheme.

Furthermore information will be gathered according to 
parameters established by the Working Group (and approved 
by the members of course) and processed by one/probably two 
recently-retired Group members; previously managers of their 
respective terminals.

Progress
Development of the DBTG Benchmarking scheme is continuing 
and it is expected that the Working Group will present some early 
actual results at the Group’s so-called Mid-Term meetings in 
Liverpool, UK and Montreal, Canada respectively at end March 
and April next year (2008).

Meanwhile, any dry bulk terminal interested to receive further 
details on the proposed Benchmarking scheme and/or in the 
aims and work of DBTG should contact the author for further 
information.


